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human power is its own end"—Karl Marx
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Bush's disaster plan:
how to create them

by Htun Lin
A recent cover of Business Week featured the iconic
image of World War II's "Rosie the Riveter" donning a
nurse's cap to signify that, while manufacturing has
added zero jobs since 2001, health care has added 1.7
million. The untold part of the story is the struggle
between workers and business in this growing sector.
As we have reported over the years, nurses in the
California Nurses Association (CNA) have engaged in
a protracted battle against health care restructuring
(read commodification) and for quality care. Most
recently, the nurses said they .have learned from the
experience of the government's total failure to respond
to Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita.
Nurses who went to help in the Gulf region were
appalled by the government agencies' inability to coordinate the delivery of urgent care (many were turned
away, even as people were dying). But they were also
appalled that much of the care needed was for chronic
conditions neglected over the years such as diabetes
and kidney failure.
Health care workers have started volunteer organizations such as Remote Area Medical, which conducts
free health fairs in rural areas. They say they are overwhelmed by similar chronic problems all over the country, which they see as an indictment of the whole
health care industry.
On Aug. 28, CNA launched a new initiative to orgaContinued on page 3
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Power of Black blood
by John Man
Recently a hacker broke into California Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger's computer. The public found
out that the governor attributed the passionate temperament of Cubans and Puerto Ricans to the fact that
they have a combination of Black blood and Latino
blood.
The governor's concept of this blood mixture is an
indication of the racism that lies just below the surface
in the political world. His comment was made because
of a conflict with a Latina legislator, state Assemblywoman Bonnie Garcia. "I mean Cuban, Puerto-Rican,
they are all very hot," were his words. "They have the,
you know, part of the Black blood in them and part of
the Latino blood in them that together makes it."
DEEPER THAN POLITICS
In no way does it describe the differences and conflicts
the governor has with Latinos and African Americans. It
is not their blood mixing that is his problem. Most Latinos and African Americans aren't giving Schwarzenegger political, support in his effort to get reelected.
The concept jof race used against Latinos and
African Americans is not biological but is socially
determined and has deep historical roots. Capitalism
has always wanted Latinos and African Americans for
their labor, and in the process diminished their status
as full human beings.
The same is true today when capitalism greatly
desires immigrant labor, especially from Latin America, but without affording it rights.
The governor's comments reflect a view that someone can put down Latinos by referring to their Black
blood. This is an insult to African Americans. It wouldn't necessarily play the same way in Latin America.
Continued on page 8
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In the aftermath of
Israel's war in Lebanon
by Peter Hudis
The aftermath of Israel's war against Lebanon has
transformed not only the Middle East but also world
politics. The sharpest expression of this is that Iran—
the backer of the war's victor, Lebanon's right-wing
Hezbollah—has succeeded in reasserting its power in
the Middle East at U.S. expense.
Whereas a few months ago the Bush administration
insisted that it would get the UN to impose sanctions
against Iran if it didn't suspend its uranium enrichment
program, Iran has so far succeeded in avoiding sanctions
by making use of the growing differences between the
U.S. and other nations on the UN Security Council. Faced
with growing reluctance on the part of Russia and China
and even its European allies to agree to sanctions, the
administration suddenly announced in mid-September
that it is willing to defer its drive for sanctions if Iran suspends uranium enrichment for two months.
One report noted, "The apparent shift in the American stance reflects the hard realities that there are few
good options on Iran" at a moment when Iran's stature
has been raised in the region in the aftermath of
Israel's debacle in Lebanon (Helene Cooper, "Rice Indicates Shift in Stance on Iran Sanctions," New York
Times, 9/12/06).
RESULTS OF LEBANON WAR
Today's world certainly looks very different than
before Israel's invasion of Lebanon in mid-July.
Israel dropped a greater tonnage of bombs on
Lebanon in its four-week campaign than during its
entire 1982 invasion of that country. Its effort to
destroy Lebanon's infrastructure and terrorize its population included dropping 1,800 cluster bombs, containing over 1.2 million bomblets—40% of which failed to
explode and will threaten the lives of Lebanese civilians for years to come. Its campaign led to the deaths of
over a thousand civilians, while a quarter of the
nation's populace became homeless.
Despite this massive onslaught, Israel failed to
achieve a single tactical or strategic goal. It failed to
destroy or dismember Hezbollah. It failed to get the
international community to rein in Hezbollah. The UN
resolution that ended the fighting provides no mechanism for disarming it, despite the fact that the U.S. had
initially insisted on such disarmament as a precondition of any ceasefire.
U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was forced
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After Israeli attack on Shaara in southern Lebanon
to acknowledge in late August, "I don't think there is an
expectation that this UN force is going to physically
disarm Hezbollah. You have to...hope that some people
will lay down their arms voluntarily." Hezbollah, of
course, has no such intention.
Israel's destruction of Lebanese cities and infrastructure has only succeeded in greatly strengthening
Hezbollah, which is now distributing hundreds of millions of dollars in reconstruction aid to stricken communities, thanks to the largess of its main sponsor,
Iran. As a result of its stiff resistance to Israel, Hezbollah has come out of the war as the most powerful political force in Lebanon.
This is a changed situation. Only a year ago HezbolContinued on page 10

Delphi UAW members fight buyout concessions
REMEMBER THEIR WORDS
May 18, 2006. The union's shop-chairman claimed
that Delphi will not hire temporary employees to
replace older workers taking the Special Attrition Program (SAP) [an attrition plan offering early retirement
to Delphi's 24,000 UAW workers-Ed]. I argued how this
can be true if the SAP language clearly states that Delphi can hire temporary employees to fill needs?
Now in September 2006 there are hundreds of temporary employees who should not only be protected and
made full-time, but should be given 100% UAW representation like the rest of us, and above all they should
all be immediately given equal top pay like the rest of
the membership as according to our UAW constitution.
Where is the Local 292 leadership now?
- March 25, 2006. The shop-chairman responded to a
handbill of ours by saying the membership should
never be allowed to vote on the SAP, as Soldiers of Solidarity rallied for last summer. He stated, "The UAW
has nothing to do with the SAP."
Yet as we argued, clearly the UAW international •
negotiated the agreement and it was supported by the
Local 292 caucus on the shop floor.
April 11, 2006. The shop-chairman and the president of Local 292 signed a handbill with top Delphi
brass in Kokomo saying that "The UAW and Delphi
have approved the Special Attrition Program."
The next day they hosted a joint question and
answer session with management at our own union
hall, resulting in labor relation representatives and
upper plant management standing behind a UAW podium conducting a union meeting.

CRIME FOR CRIME
The dominoes are falling now. It's crime for crime.
Without a militant rank and file, democracy is nothing but a closet to hang slogans in. The Concession Caucus scrapped the charade at Delphi. There won't be any
more Local 262 Union elections—until further notice.
All vaeated positions will be filled by appointment.
It's not pretty -but it's lean, and it sheds more light than
shadow on bargaining behind the scenes. All a rep really represents is a transfer of power from the many to
the few. We can vote for the best, the brightest, and the
toughest, but if we aren't willing to fight the boss ourselves, we may as well give him the keys to our house.
Delphi didn't bust the union. It self-destructed.^
Thanks to the SAP, union members chose to vacate.
Now temps dominate the workforce. By January the
only "old union" members left will be rehired retirees,
the remedial affect of whom will be less than a crust of
blood over a wound. Like the son of a curse, Delphi
Chairman and CEO Steve Miller got more than he bargained for. A pretty theory for an ugly fact.
The worst is yet to come. Consumers are driving cars
worth less than their loans. Home owners hold more
debt than equity. Wages are dropping like bombs. We
can't afford to pretend the system works anymore.
The Concession Caucus responded to the crisis by
whipsawing locals, promoting competition between
workers, and pushing two-tier wage schemes that sacrifice the.next generation for a pimp's promise. No one
questions for whom the bell tolls. The dominoes are
falling now. It's crime for crime.
'
—Todd M. Jordan, Delphi Workers Committee, Kokomo, Ind.
For more, see www.futureoftheunion.com.
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Iran repression hits women, society
The continuing nuclear standoff between Iran and
the U.S. has helped the Iranian government to further
crack down on the democratic opposition within Iran.
Several recent developments signal this ominous
trend.
This crackdown comes after attacks have been
waged upon women's protests and periodic workers'
strikes. Just a few months ago, on June 12, the regime
unleashed its women's police brigade on a peaceful
women's demonstration which demanded basic civil
rights. Prior to that it had crushed a transit workers'
work stoppage in December and had arrested its
leader Mansoor Osanloo. Osanloo was. just recently
released on Aug. 10. Currently faced with a strike of
3,000 automobile workers, the government has
unveiled draconian anti-labor legislation.
Over the past few weeks, several developments signal a depeening of an ominous trend.
SHARGH SHUTTERED
The closure of the most popular reformist daily,
Shargh, on Sept. 11 for publishing a cartoon which
ridiculed Ahmadinejad: Shargh had become an exciting forum for discussing ideas of West and East, ranging from its discussions of Habermas, Kant, Adorno,
Marx to its yearlong series on lessons of the 1906-11
Iranian Constitutional Revolution, as well as its continuing effort to present the possibility of reinterpreting Islam to reconcile it with a secular society.
Shargh had also clearly opposed Ahmadinejad's
anti-Semitism. Soon after Ahmadinejad's December
2005 speech in which he denied the Holocaust as a
fact, Shargh had reprinted an interview with the leading prosecutor of the Nurenberg trials (from der
Spiegel) and had devoted several articles to Hannah
Arendt's critique of authoritarianism.

Tehran is illegal: The Islamic Republic has threatened
to arrest Ebadi and her co-workers unless the Center
is shut down.
Shirin Ebadi has vowed to fight this ruling "as long
as I am alive." This center is a non-governmental organization and a member of the International Federation
for Human Rights. It defends political prisoners pro
bono and provides financial and emotional support for
their families.One prominent student political activist, Akbar
Mohammadi, recently died in prison after a long
hunger strike and years of torture. Another, Ahmad
Batebi, is on a hunger strike now and on the verge of
death from starvation and the effects of several years
of torture. Both were arrested in 1999 after a wave of
student demonstrations.
The democratic opposition movement within Iran
desperately needs support from the grassroots international community at the moment. Continuing U.S.
threats against Iran, the U.S. occupation of Iraq and
Israel's devastating attacks on Lebanon and Gaza have
strengthened religious fundamentalists in the region.
—Iranian women's liberationist

NOW rallies for
equal marriage

ACADEMIC STIFLING
Ahmadinejad's call for the removal of liberal and
secular university lecturers: This call threatens to
destroy the limited openings for discussion and debate
that had come to exist on some university campuses
during the. past few years.
JAHANBEGLOO SILENCED
The "voluntary" confession of the prominent
French-educated Iranian philosopher Ramin Jahanbegloo on August 31 after his conditional release from
prison. Jahanbegloo, who is most interested in the
ideas of Jurgen Habermas and Richard Rorty, had
been arrested at Tehran airport in late April as he was
about to embark on a trip to India where he was planning to study Gandhi's nonviolent philosophy.
Immediately after his release from prison, Jahanbegloo went to the office of the Iranian Student News
Agency for an interview in which he "admitted" to hav-,
ing been "unknowingly used" by the' "agents of U.S.
Imperiaism and Zionism" who arranged for him to
receive a grant from the U.S. Marshall Fund to compare the Iranian democratic opposition to the one in
Eastern Europe in the 1980s. He has now vowed to
stop engaging in politics and wishes only to return to
his research projects.
.SHIRIN EBADI BANNED
The government's declaration in early August that
Shirin Ebadi's Center for Defense of Human Rights in

I was a doctor employed by Pakistan Petroleum Limited, a big energy company which is partly owned by
the government, in Sui Field Hospital in a remote area
of Baluchistan. The women of Sui are completely
unaware of their rights. Education and healthcare
facilities are almost nonexistent. Almost every woman
has 10 to 15 children who are barefoot and inadequately dressed due to poverty.
I was a general practitioner working with women
and children. I am distressed that today even those
who are working to save the lives of the poor and helpless are subjected to this kind of indignity.
I was raped on the night of Jan. 2, 2005. Despite the
presence of many security guards in the compound
where I lived, I was not given protection. This incident
ruined my whole life. My husband's and my careers
have been destroyed. The most distressing part of this
ordeal is that the government did not give me justice;
rather they made me leave the country. Because of this
I have been forced into a life of exile without my family and my son.
Pakistan Petroleum Limited Company...not only
refused to assist me, they also concealed and mishandled the evidence in my case. After the rape and violence inflicted upon me, I was badly injured and could
not walk, but no one was sympathetic towards me or
assisted me through this ordeal. I was not given any
medical treatment...they gave me sedatives and flew
me to a psychiatric hospital in Karachi. After this I had
to confront so many injustices that I lost faith in life
and people. I attempted suicide but my husband and
my family were on my side and gave me the strength to
carry on. And as a result I am here toj«ll you my story.
My case has been politicized and highly profiled, but

A sit-in in September by members of Iraq Veterans
Against the War, Veterans for Peace, and other antiwar activists resulted in a pledge from Oregon Democratic Congressman Peter DiFazio to initiate a Congressional investigation into the treatment of Army Spe. cialist Suzanne Swift. She was arrested and faces court
martial and imprisonment for refusing to report for a
second tour of duty in Iraq, after the military ignored
her reports of sexual harassment and rape there by
three of her commanding officers (see August-September N&L).
*
*
*
An Amnesty International (AI) report charges
Guatemalan authorities with a "wholly insufficient"
response to the brutal murders of more than 2,200
women and girls since 2001. Up to 70% of the killings
were not even investigated, and no arrests were made
in 97% of the cases. The number of killings has risen for
the fourth consecutive year. According to Larry Cox, AIUSA executive director, "The Guatemalan government
bears the ultimate responsibility for the safety of
Guatemalan women."

Tewa women vs nukes

Hundreds of members of the National Organization
for Women staged an Equal Marriage Rally in
Albany, M.Y., July 23, at the state capital steps to
protest a New York court's recent ruling prohibiting
marriage for same-sex couples. They were part or
the over 700 who attended the 40th anniversary
Conference of NOW and the young feminist summit.

Pakistani women fight abuse
Dr. Shazia Khalid, exiled from Pakistan for her
attempts to prosecute her rapist, recently toured the U.S.
for the Asian-American Network Against Abuse of
Human Rights. Below are excerpts from her speech.

by Mary Jo Grey
Because of protests from thousands of women's
rights and human rights organizations and activists
around the world, the Iranian government stopped the
stoning execution of Ashraf Kolhari—at least for now.
The mother of four faced this brutal death after being
convicted of adultery. Kolhari's lawyer, Shadi Sadr,
urged activists to remain vigilant—both because Kolhari's future is not completely clear and because stoning is still legal in Iran. During the same week, the
Iranian government declared the Defender of Human
Rights Center illegal and threatened to shut it down
and arrest its workers. Headed by Nobel Peace Prize
winner Shirin Abadi, the center reports human rights
violations in Iran, defends political prisoners at no
charge, and supports their families.

despite this I have not been given justice. Think of the
thousands of women who are killed and burnt alive in
Pakistan and whose cases are never even
reported...silenced by death or by the feudal culture in
many parts of Pakistan.
I want to work on women's rights and to encourage
Pakistani women to come forward for their rights. I am
working with Aurat Foundation in Pakistan to open a
crisis centre in the Lyari area of Karachi,- where
women victims of violence will be given free legal aid,
healthcare and counseling services so that women's
poverty is not an impediment to justice and that
women get the services they need to overcome their
trauma and proceed with their lives.
I want Pakistan to be a model of justice and equality for the whole world. I want every Pakistani woman
to be able to stand up tall and say, "Yes, in our country
women are treated as equal and given justice." This is
the dream I have and I am sure it is also the wish of
every Pakistani woman. (See "Protest for human rights
in Pakistan," page 8).
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TEWtt PUEBLOS, N.M.—Tewa Women United is an
indigenous women's organization from the northern
pueblos of New Mexico. Our mission is to promote wellness of mind, heart and spirit in our sovereign nation
communities. Presently, we are concerned about the
loss of community members from cancers that are rare
or attributable to the nuclear industry, linked to
radioactive materials and chemicals used when producing war weaponry:
We are near Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LAND, an active war weapons research, development
and production site. The laboratory created the first
atomic bomb around 1943 in our sacred mountain
areas. They were supposed to return the lands after the
war. They did not admit they were still creating new
nuclear weapons until five or six years ago. We have
been getting reports that our surface water, groundwater, air and land are contaminated, and they still want
to expand storage for nuclear waste. Our children and
our children's children are getting leukemia, skin rashes, lung illness, reproductive ailmejits: ovarian,
prostate, breast, thyroid cancers. We say no more harming us and our Mother Earth.
We were against 3nuclear weapons then and even
more now. The for-profit business, Los Alamos National Laboratory Securities, plans, with less federal oversight, to upgrade their germ warfare testing, which
means they will be using live organisms.
We appealed to the New Mexico Environmental
Department and were able to stop open burning of
depleted uranium. Another operation they merely
changed to be done under another permitting system.
But as Indigenous nation women we will not be silent.
Our whole genetic pool is at stake again.
Tewa Women United, with five other organizations,
has filed notice of intent to sue over violations of the
Clean Water Act. There are more than 1,405 documented contaminated sites at LANL, and every time it
rains or snows, these contaminants move through our
canyons and springs to the Rio Grande. Our land borders the laboratory facility, which sits on a plateau. The
surface water comes into our drinking and irrigation
water. Los Alamos sits on the rim of an active volcano.
The Rio Grande is about eight miles away, on an active
fault line. All of the Southwest should be concerned. At
our Annual Gathering for Mother EARTH on Sept. 2324, we welcomed all to seek peace, speak the truth and
find! holistic ways to heal from the trauma of violence.
People need to hear the truth of how the U.S. came
into existence. We indigenous peoples have borne the
bruaiit of genocidal practices of the colonizers. Our San
Ildefonso population of about 5,000 in the early 1500s
dwindled down to 99 in the early 1900s. The cruel and
racist practices to get the land and do away with landbased people, is the means used by a culture of violence. I am hoping the U.S. will be transformed to a culture of peace without nuclear industry, without perpetrator mentality, but with love for all relations in our
native lands and in the world. We are a global family.
Each and every one of us deserves to be happy, healthy
and spiritually connected.
—Wan Powi, a Tewa women from New Mexico

